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ABOUT DOCKER  
Almost overnight, Docker has become the de facto standard that 
developers and system administrators use for packaging, deploying, and 
running distributed and cloud native applications. It provides tools for 
simplifying DevOps by enabling developers to create templates called 
images that can be used to create lightweight virtual machines called 
containers, which include their applications and all of their applications’ 
dependencies. These lightweight virtual machines can be promoted 
through testing and production environments where sysadmins deploy 
and run them.

Docker makes it easier for organizations to automate infrastructure, isolate 
applications, maintain consistency, and improve resource utilizations.

Like the popular version control software Git, Docker has a social aspect 
in that developers and sysadmins can share their images via Docker Hub.

Docker is an open source solution that is available as the free 
Community Edition or the subscription based Enterprise Edition for 
multiple platforms. Docker runs natively on Linux since Docker was 
originally built on Linux containers but it also works on Mac and 
Windows. Many enterprise tools have also grown up around Docker 
to make it easier to manage and orchestrate complex distributed and 
clustered applications architectures. 

DOCKER ARCHITECTURE  
Docker utilizes a client-server architecture and a remote API to manage 
and create Docker containers and images. Docker containers are created 
from Docker images. The relationship between containers and images 
are analogous to the relationship between objects and classes in object-
oriented programming, where the image describes the container and the 
container is a running instance of the image.

Docker 
Images

A recipe or template for creating Docker 
containers. It includes the steps for installing and 
running the necessary software

Docker 
Container

Like a tiny virtual machine that is created from the 
instructions found within the Docker image

Docker 
Client

Command-line utility or other tool that takes 

advantage of the Docker API (docs.docker.com/

reference/api/docker_remote_api) to communicate 
with a Docker daemon

Docker 
Host

A physical or virtual machine that is running a 
Docker daemon and contains cached images as 
well as runnable containers created from images

Docker 
Registry

A repository of Docker images that can be used 
to create Docker containers. Docker Hub 

(hub.docker.com) is the most popular social 
example of a Docker repository.

Docker 
Machine

A utility for managing multiple Docker hosts,  
which can run locally in VirtualBox or remotely 
in a cloud hosting service such as Amazon Web 
Services, Microsoft Azure, Google Cloud Platform, 
or Digital Ocean.
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What does that 
mean?

How do I actually 
do it?

Does it have to be 
cloud native?

Does it have to be 
micro services?

Will I get a raise?





1. One codebase, one application* 
2. API first 
3. Dependency management* 
4. Design, build, release, and run* 
5. Configuration, credentials, and code* 
6. Logs* 
7. Disposability* 
8. Backing services* 
9. Environmental parity* 
10. Administrative processes* 
11. Port binding* 
12. Stateless processes* 
13. Concurrency* 
14. Telemetry 
15. Authentication and authorization

* original 12



Set Up



Requirements:

Java 8 JDK 
Java IDE or Editor 
Docker



https://github.com/cjudd/15-factor-app-workshop



One codebase, one 
application



1. Codebase/One codebase, one application
One codebase tracked in revision control, many deploys

Single source of truth for the code base that all authorized 
developers/CI tools can access securely, become productively 
quickly, and produce immutable releases for different 
environments
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1. Codebase/One codebase, one application
One codebase tracked in revision control, many deploys

Single source of truth for the code base that all authorized 
developers/CI tools can access securely, become productively 
quickly, and produce immutable releases for different 
environments
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Lab - One Codebase, One Application

https://github.com/cjudd/15-factor-app-workshop/blob/master/
01_codebase.md
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API first



2. API First

Decouple teams by focusing on contracts rather then internal 
details as well as simplifies deployments and integrations.
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2. API First

Decouple teams by focusing on contracts rather then internal 
details as well as simplifies deployments and integrations.

/user/{user_id}/recommendation
[1,7,13,15]
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http://start.spring.io/



package net.javajudd.rp1recengine.api; 
 
import org.slf4j.Logger; 
import org.slf4j.LoggerFactory; 
import org.springframework.web.bind.annotation.PathVariable;  
import org.springframework.web.bind.annotation.RequestMapping;  
import org.springframework.web.bind.annotation.RestController;  
 
import java.util.Arrays; 
import java.util.List; 
import java.util.Random; 
 
@RestController 
public class ApiController { 
 
    private Random random = new Random(); 
    private static final int SONG_COUNT = 11;  
 
    private static final Logger logger = LoggerFactory.getLogger(ApiController.class); 
 
    @RequestMapping("/user/{userId}/recommendation")  
    public List<Integer> recommendations(@PathVariable("userId") int userId) { 
        List<Integer> recommendedSongs = Arrays.asList(random(), random(), random()); 
        logger.info("User {} was recommended songs: {}", userId, recommendedSongs); 
        return recommendedSongs; 
    } 
 
    private int random() { 
        return random.nextInt(SONG_COUNT); 
    } 
}



Lab - API First

https://github.com/cjudd/15-factor-app-workshop/blob/master/02_api.md
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Dependency 
management



3. Dependencies/Dependency Management
Explicitly declare and isolate dependencies 

Builds should produce a single artifact containing all of its 
dependencies.



3. Dependencies/Dependency Management
Explicitly declare and isolate dependencies 

<dependencies>  
 
   <!-- ... --> 
    
   <dependency>  
      <groupId>mysql</groupId>  
      <artifactId>mysql-connector-java</artifactId>  
      <scope>runtime</scope>  
   </dependency>  
 
</dependencies> 

pom.xml

Builds should produce a single artifact containing all of its 
dependencies.
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3. Dependencies/Dependency Management
Explicitly declare and isolate dependencies 

App1  

Builds should produce a single artifact containing all of its 
dependencies.



Lab - Dependency Management

https://github.com/cjudd/15-factor-app-workshop/blob/master/
03_dependencies.md
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Design, build, release, 
and run



4. Build, Release, Run/Design, Build, Release, Run
Strictly separate build and run stages

Process should start with a short feature design (API First) 
followed by coding the feature. The build step would produce 
an immutable artifact (jar, war) which would be combine with 
configurations to make a release (container, vm). The 
immutable release would be promoted and run through 
environments (it, st, pt, production).
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4. Build, Release, Run/Design, Build, Release, Run
Strictly separate build and run stages

-e <env>

Process should start with a short feature design (API First) 
followed by coding the feature. The build step would produce 
an immutable artifact (jar, war) which would be combine with 
configurations to make a release (container, vm). The 
immutable release would be promoted and run through 
environments (it, st, pt, production).



FROM openjdk:8-jre 
 
ENTRYPOINT ["/usr/bin/java", "-jar", "/usr/share/rp1/rp1-rec-engine.jar"]  
 
ARG JAR_FILE 
ADD target/${JAR_FILE} /usr/share/rp1/rp1-rec-engine.jar

Dockerfile



pom.xml

<build> 
 
   <plugins>  
      <!-- ... --> 
      <plugin>  
         <groupId>com.spotify</groupId>  
         <artifactId>dockerfile-maven-plugin</artifactId>  
         <version>1.4.0</version>  
         <executions>  
            <execution>  
               <id>default</id>  
               <goals>  
                  <goal>build</goal>  
                  <goal>push</goal>  
               </goals>  
            </execution>  
         </executions>  
         <configuration>  
            <repository>javajudd/${project.name}</repository>  
            <tag>${project.version}</tag>  
            <buildArgs>  
               <JAR_FILE>${project.build.finalName}.jar</JAR_FILE>  
            </buildArgs>  
         </configuration>  
      </plugin>  
   </plugins>  
 
</build>



REPOSITORY                TAG                 IMAGE ID            CREATED             SIZE 
javajudd/rp1-rec-engine   0.0.1-SNAPSHOT      c8fc784ade6a        3 minutes ago       548MB 
openjdk                   8-jre               1b56aa0fd38c        4 weeks ago         527MB 
mysql                     latest              c73c7527c03a        9 months ago        412MB

docker images



docker run -d -p 8080:8080 javajudd/rp1-rec-engine:0.0.1-SNAPSHOT

f512ac1901be28b9dffe4be4b1a7642c398819f8136f3283a742473e4c46cfee

http://localhost:8080/user/2/recommendation



Lab - Design, Build, Release & Run

https://github.com/cjudd/15-factor-app-workshop/blob/master/
04_design_build_release_run.md
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Configuration, 
Credentials, and Code



5. Configuration/Configuration, credentials, and code 
Store configuration in the environment 

Use environment variables or configuration/secret services to 
manage environment specific configurations. 



5. Configuration/Configuration, credentials, and code 
Store configuration in the environment 

Use environment variables or configuration/secret services to 
manage environment specific configurations. 

Command-line arguments 
JNDI attributes from java:comp/env 
System.getProperties() properties 
OS environment variables 
External property files on filesystem: (config/)application.(yml.properties) 
Internal property files in jar/war (config/)application.(yml.properties)



java -jar target/rp1music-0.0.1-SNAPSHOT.jar



java -jar target/rp1music-0.0.1-SNAPSHOT.jar

java -Dspring.output.ansi.enabled=NEVER -jar target/rp1music-0.0.1-SNAPSHOT.jar



java -jar target/rp1music-0.0.1-SNAPSHOT.jar

java -Dspring.output.ansi.enabled=NEVER -jar target/rp1music-0.0.1-SNAPSHOT.jar

export SPRING_OUTPUT_ANSI_ENABLED=NEVER 
java -jar target/rp1music-0.0.1-SNAPSHOT.jar



Lab - Configuration, Credentials, and Code

https://github.com/cjudd/15-factor-app-workshop/blob/master/
05_configuration.md
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jdbc:mysql://rp1-music-db:3306/rp1



Logs



6. Logs
Treat logs as event streams 

Filesystem is ephemeral and there are too many servers so 
consolidate in a searchable log service.
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6. Logs
Treat logs as event streams 

Filesystem is ephemeral and there are too many servers so 
consolidate in a searchable log service.
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https://www.scalyr.com/

https://www.loggly.com

https://logz.io/

https://papertrailapp.com/

https://www.splunk.com/

Logging as a Service (LaaS)

Product

Open Source

https://www.elastic.co/productsElastic Stack
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6. Logs
Treat logs as event streams 

Filesystem is ephemeral and there are too many servers so 
consolidate in a searchable log service.
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docker run --name rp1-music -p 8080:8080 --network rp1-network -e 
SPRING_DATASOURCE_URL=jdbc:mysql://rp1-music-db:3306/rp1 -e 
SPRING_DATASOURCE_USERNAME=rp1 -e SPRING_DATASOURCE_PASSWORD=rp1+1 
-e SPRING_OUTPUT_ANSI_ENABLED=NEVER --log-driver=syslog --log-opt 
syslog-address=tcp://:5000 --log-opt syslog-facility=daemon -it --
rm javajudd/rp1-music:0.0.1-SNAPSHOT

Docker log driver



docker run --name rp1-music -p 8080:8080 --network rp1-network -e 
SPRING_DATASOURCE_URL=jdbc:mysql://rp1-music-db:3306/rp1 -e 
SPRING_DATASOURCE_USERNAME=rp1 -e SPRING_DATASOURCE_PASSWORD=rp1+1 
-e SPRING_OUTPUT_ANSI_ENABLED=NEVER --log-driver=syslog --log-opt 
syslog-address=tcp://:5000 --log-opt syslog-facility=daemon -it --
rm javajudd/rp1-music:0.0.1-SNAPSHOT

Docker log driver
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Lab - Logs

https://github.com/cjudd/15-factor-app-workshop/blob/master/06_logs.md



Disposability



7. Disposability
Maximize robustness with fast startup and graceful shutdown

To support development, testing, scaling and releasing, 
applications must startup and shutdown quickly.
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7. Disposability
Maximize robustness with fast startup and graceful shutdown

rp1-music
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To support development, testing, scaling and releasing, 
applications must startup and shutdown quickly.



Started Rp1MusicApplication in 7.705 seconds



java -jar target/rp1music-0.0.1-SNAPSHOT.jar --debug



============================ 
CONDITIONS EVALUATION REPORT 
============================ 

Positive matches: 
----------------- 

   AopAutoConfiguration matched: 
      - @ConditionalOnClass found required classes 
'org.springframework.context.annotation.EnableAspectJAutoProxy', 
'org.aspectj.lang.annotation.Aspect', 'org.aspectj.lang.reflect.Advice', 
'org.aspectj.weaver.AnnotatedElement'; @ConditionalOnMissingClass did not find 
unwanted class (OnClassCondition) 
      - @ConditionalOnProperty (spring.aop.auto=true) matched (OnPropertyCondition) 

   AopAutoConfiguration.CglibAutoProxyConfiguration matched: 
      - @ConditionalOnProperty (spring.aop.proxy-target-class=true) matched 
(OnPropertyCondition) 

   CodecsAutoConfiguration matched: 
      - @ConditionalOnClass found required class 
'org.springframework.http.codec.CodecConfigurer'; @ConditionalOnMissingClass did not 
find unwanted class (OnClassCondition) 

   CodecsAutoConfiguration.JacksonCodecConfiguration matched: 
      - @ConditionalOnClass found required class 
'com.fasterxml.jackson.databind.ObjectMapper'; @ConditionalOnMissingClass did not 
find unwanted class (OnClassCondition) 

java -jar target/rp1music-0.0.1-SNAPSHOT.jar --debug



# speed up start up 
spring.main.banner-mode=off 
spring.autoconfigure.exclude=org.springframework.boot.autoconfigure.websocket.servle
t.WebSocketServletAutoConfiguration

application.properties



Exclusions: 
----------- 
    
org.springframework.boot.autoconfigure.websocket.servlet.WebSocketServletAutoConfigu
ration

java -jar target/rp1music-0.0.1-SNAPSHOT.jar --debug



Lab - Disposability

https://github.com/cjudd/15-factor-app-workshop/blob/master/
07_disposability.md
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Backing services



8. Backing Services
Treat backing services as attached resources

Backing services such as datastore and supporting services 
must be configurable without code changes via a URL to 
support local dev, testing environments, containers, 
production and cloud services.
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Backing services such as datastore and supporting services 
must be configurable without code changes via a URL to 
support local dev, testing environments, containers, 
production and cloud services.

jdbc:mysql://localhost:3306/rp1
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7. Backing Services
Treat backing services as attached resources
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Backing services such as datastore and supporting services 
must be configurable without code changes via a URL to 
support local dev, testing environments, containers, 
production and cloud services.

jdbc:mysql://mysql–instance1.123456789012.us-east-1.rds.amazonaws.com:3306/rp1



docker run --name rp1-music -p 8080:8080 \ 
—network rp1-network \ 
-e SPRING_DATASOURCE_URL=jdbc:mysql://rp1-music-db:3306/rp1 \ 
-e SPRING_DATASOURCE_USERNAME=rp1 \ 
-e SPRING_DATASOURCE_PASSWORD=rp1+1 \ 
-it --rm javajudd/rp1-music:0.0.1-SNAPSHOT

spring.jpa.hibernate.ddl-auto=none 

spring.datasource.url=jdbc:mysql://localhost:3306/rp1 
spring.datasource.username=root 
spring.datasource.password=root+1

application.properties



Lab - Backing Services

https://github.com/cjudd/15-factor-app-workshop/blob/master/
08_backing_services.md
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9. Dev/prod parity/Environment parity
Keep development, staging, and production as similar as 
possible

Make sure all environments from the developers machine 
through to production have the same versions of all the 
software and dependencies. Using containers and version 
controlled automation scripts goes a long way.

IT ST PT PRODDEV
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9. Dev/prod parity/Environment parity
Keep development, staging, and production as similar as 
possible

Make sure all environments from the developers machine 
through to production have the same versions of all the 
software and dependencies. Using containers and version 
controlled automation scripts goes a long way.

IT ST PT PRODDEV



Administrative 
processes



10. Admin Processes/Administrative processes
Run admin/management tasks as one-off processes

Run on-time, batch or scheduled tasks separately in the same 
environment based on release using same codebase and 
config.
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Port binding



11. Port binding
Export services via port binding

Expose ports that can be proxied as other ports to support 
scaling and other alternative deployments.
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12. Processes/Stateless processes
Execute the app as one or more stateless processes

Don’t rely on memory or filesystem as that ties you to a specific 
node. Instead use a backing service.
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13. Concurrency
Store configuration in the environment

Start new instances of the server rather than getting larger an 
larger boxes with more resources.
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14. Telemetry

Capture metrics about your applications and services. Using 
JMX or Actuator.
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15. Authentication and authorization

Security is of utmost importances so make sure all 
transactions are handled securely.
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ABOUT DOCKER  
Almost overnight, Docker has become the de facto standard that 
developers and system administrators use for packaging, deploying, and 
running distributed and cloud native applications. It provides tools for 
simplifying DevOps by enabling developers to create templates called 
images that can be used to create lightweight virtual machines called 
containers, which include their applications and all of their applications’ 
dependencies. These lightweight virtual machines can be promoted 
through testing and production environments where sysadmins deploy 
and run them.

Docker makes it easier for organizations to automate infrastructure, isolate 
applications, maintain consistency, and improve resource utilizations.

Like the popular version control software Git, Docker has a social aspect 
in that developers and sysadmins can share their images via Docker Hub.

Docker is an open source solution that is available as the free 
Community Edition or the subscription based Enterprise Edition for 
multiple platforms. Docker runs natively on Linux since Docker was 
originally built on Linux containers but it also works on Mac and 
Windows. Many enterprise tools have also grown up around Docker 
to make it easier to manage and orchestrate complex distributed and 
clustered applications architectures. 

DOCKER ARCHITECTURE  
Docker utilizes a client-server architecture and a remote API to manage 
and create Docker containers and images. Docker containers are created 
from Docker images. The relationship between containers and images 
are analogous to the relationship between objects and classes in object-
oriented programming, where the image describes the container and the 
container is a running instance of the image.

Docker 
Images

A recipe or template for creating Docker 
containers. It includes the steps for installing and 
running the necessary software

Docker 
Container

Like a tiny virtual machine that is created from the 
instructions found within the Docker image

Docker 
Client

Command-line utility or other tool that takes 

advantage of the Docker API (docs.docker.com/

reference/api/docker_remote_api) to communicate 
with a Docker daemon

Docker 
Host

A physical or virtual machine that is running a 
Docker daemon and contains cached images as 
well as runnable containers created from images

Docker 
Registry

A repository of Docker images that can be used 
to create Docker containers. Docker Hub 

(hub.docker.com) is the most popular social 
example of a Docker repository.

Docker 
Machine

A utility for managing multiple Docker hosts,  
which can run locally in VirtualBox or remotely 
in a cloud hosting service such as Amazon Web 
Services, Microsoft Azure, Google Cloud Platform, 
or Digital Ocean.
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